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Zimbabwe Social Democrats wholehearted support peaceful 

protests demanding an end to the economic crisis as it is the 

very last chance for peaceful resolution to this problem! 

CIVIC society group, Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition, says it will soon take to the streets to 
demand an end to the current economic crisis. 

 “People are suffering. They are being forced out of their jobs. They do not have food on 

their tables and water is not coming out of their taps and these are the problems and 

issues which we are confident that they will motivate them to mobilise and demon-
strate,” said coalition spokesman Mfundo Mlilo. 

 

We in the Zimbabwe Social Democrats (ZSD) wholeheartedly support the coalition’s ini-

tiative and would strongly edge every peace loving Zimbabwean to do the same and 

come out in the street in their hundreds of thousands. We see this as the last chance for 

the nation to turn away from the abyss this obstinate Mugabe regime has dragged us to.  

 

Zimbabwe’s economic meltdown is a culmination of decades of gross mismanagement and ram-

pant corruption by this Mugabe regime. The economy took a decisive and dangerous nose dive 

after the rigged July 2013 elections. The regime tried to rig economic recover but has decidedly 

failed as is exemplified by the empty ZimAsset begging bowl. The solution to Zimbabwe’s eco-

nomic problem is a political one. 

 

The nation needs a government that has the political will to end the criminal waste of the nation’s 

material and human resources brought on by the Zanu PF patronage system. And a government 

that will command the support and confidence of donors and investors and can be trusted by all 

to uphold the rule of law. The basic requirement for such a government is that it is elected in a 

free, fair and credible elections; a condition this Mugabe regime failed to fulfil since it rigged the 

July 2013 elections.  

 

Having failed to rig economic recovery this Mugabe regime really has no choice but to step aside 

so the nation can hold the free and fair elections and thus get a government that will address the 

underlying economic problems and end the economic meltdown and human suffering it has 

brought.  

 

It was obvious that Mugabe was not going to step aside and give up power; it is not in the DNA of 

tyrants to do so. He has to be forced to resign. 

 

The nation has tried forcing Mugabe out of office by voting him out in an election; that failed be-

cause he rigged the vote (with the help of the breathtakingly incompetent MDC who failed to im-

plement not even one reform necessary for free and fair elections).  

 

The nation has tried reasoning with Mugabe; pointing out to him that unless he could rig econom-

ic recovery too, which he has failed to do as exemplified by the mockingly empty ZimAsset beg-

ging bowl after a year of frantic begging, then the game will be up for him. Although he has 
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acknowledge the empty begging bowl he has started talking of completely fictitious “economic 

turnaround” just to justify his continued holding on to power.  

 

Peaceful Street-protest the last means in the nation’s toolbox to peacefully force Mugabe to ac-

cept he has failed and allow the nation to find other leaders who can get it out of this mess. The 

reason why Zimbabweans must turnout in their hundreds of thousands is clear when one consid-

ers that if peaceful protests fail then the only way left is violence. 

 

Violent street protests by brick wielding mobs bend on burning everything to the ground to ram 

the message of change home is something the nation must avoid if at all possible. Violent protest 

will take the nation over the edge into the abyss. Mugabe and his cabinet must know that what-

ever tragic events happen when the nation has fallen into the abyss then they will be held to ac-

count for it all.  

 

Some people not want to come out and join the peaceful street demos because they fear that 

Mugabe will unleash the riot Police to drive everyone off the streets. What these people remem-

ber is that an overwhelming support of the peaceful demonstration could well force Mugabe to 

hesitate and accept to go. Besides the distraction and suffering that will be cause by violent pro-

test will be a lot worse than those will result from peaceful protest.  

 

If Mugabe should chose to use brute force to end peaceful protest then he would have voted for violent 

protest; he and his cabinet will answer for all that will follow. 

 

Conclusion 

 

In March 2013 the people of Zimbabwe approved the Copac constitution by a convincing 

95% Yes vote out of ignorance. They believed the MDC lie that the constitution would 

bring free, fair and credible elections. It did not as the July 2013 elections showed. The 

nation is in this political and economic mess because of the incompetence of MDC lead-

ers and our own folly for having followed like sheep.  

 

If the Zimbabwe people do not support peaceful street protests then they will have nec-

essarily opted for the violent protests and the dire consequences they bring!  
 
We is the ZSD therefore appeal to Zimbabweans to stand up for a peaceful resolution of 

the country’s political and economic crisis by joining street protests before we are all 

sucked into violent process with disastrous consequences all round. 

 

Signed. Wilbert Mukori 

 

Secretary General 

Zimbabwe Social Democrats 

zimbabwesocialdemocrats@gmail.com 

 

Source: http://www.newzimbabwe.com/news-16911-
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